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(Disclaimer:  Before modifying or repairing an AeroCarb, contact AeroConversions, Inc for their expert advice.  Mr.

Schrom's solution for his sticky Aercocarb slide must not be construed as an "approved" installation by AeroConversions, Inc or

Sonerai.net.)

 

For several weeks I had been trying to make a sticky Aerocarb work.  By “sticky” I mean it didn’t want to take throttle from idle. 

Pushing on the lever was like pushing against a brick wall.  The rpm gradually climbed but “gradually” would not have been good

enough in a go-around situation.  It never felt as if anything was binding, but more like the engine suction was strong enough to pull

the slider fast against the carb housing, making it difficult to move.  Imagine trying to slide something off the end of a vacuum cleaner

hose while it’s turned on.

The image to the right shows the original, sticky configuration.  When the throttle is advanced the cable

pushes the red block, which is attached to the slider.   Actually, the “original” original setup had a

Bowden cable.  The push-pull cable in this photo was part of my efforts to solve the problem.

 

I should note that the movement was always silky smooth in both directions when the engine wasn’t

running.  It was only while the engine was running that the problem occurred.  Also, retracting the throttle

to idle never was a problem.  One other thing: the carb was brand new when I bought it in 2005, so I

knew I wasn’t fighting wear or someone else’s abuse.  It was mounted to the intake manifold and wrapped in a plastic bag in my

garage for two and a half years.

Poking around on the internet I read all about the complaints of stickiness from a few years ago.  The solution that seems to have

worked (judging by how the posted complaints dropped off after 2005) was a delrin gasket inside the carb, on the engine side of the

slider.  Delrin is a particularly slippery type of plastic that would prevent the aluminum slider from galling into the aluminum housing.  I

verified that mine already had the gasket. So why was it still sticky?

Kerry at Aeroconversions was willing to help but his advice just didn’t work.  First was, you can’t use a Bowden cable, you must use

a cable with a rigid, threaded end like the manual says.  I was skeptical because I knew my Bowden cable was aligned very well,

having made a special clamp for it, but I tried the rigid push-pull anyway.  No improvement.

Next was, well, you have to adjust the red block just so.  So I tried adjusting it but soon discovered that once the rigid push-pull cable

is installed, the red block lines up where it lines up and no further adjustment is possible.  But just for the heck of it I side loaded it

this way and that before tightening the locknut.  No improvement – the throttle still didn’t want to open.

Over a weekend when I was waiting to hear back from Kerry I decided to disassemble the Aerocarb to see whatever there was to

see.   A little minor scoring on the delrin gasket but other than that nothing appeared to be any different

from the day it was manufactured.  I wet sanded the gasket and the slider with 600-grit paper and

reassembled.  A test run in the driveway (it’s still a project, not an airplane) showed no difference.  Minor

scoring on the delrin gasket hardly seems significant enough to explain the stickiness.  Total operating

time at this point was about an hour.

To the right is an image of the slider and delrin gasket after sanding.  The

threaded rod attached to the bottom left of the slider is how it is pushed and

pulled.  The hole in the bottom center is where the mixture needle is.    
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The following week Kerry told me about a special modification that is available to convert the slider from

a “push to advance” to a “pull to advance” configuration.  Most people don’t need it but for those who do, Aeroconversions will do it

for $50.  He was absolutely certain it would solve my problem.  I was willing to pay the fifty bucks but was intrigued by the challenge

of doing it myself. I saw it this way: if they sent me back something that would make it necessary for me to reroute my cables or

make new attachment brackets, I’d be doing the extra work anyway.  So I gave it a go.

First, the carb was removed and disassembled again and the ¼-inch threaded rod was removed from the slider with the help of a

couple of jam nuts.  Next I had to come up with a way to attach the throttle cable to the slider.  Well, there’s this ¼-inch tapped hole

that just became available... hmm.  What if I had a ¼-20 set screw and drilled a small hole through it just big enough for the Bowden

cable?  It seemed like a good idea so off to the aircraft parts aisle of Ace Hardware for the set screw and a one foot long piece of

sixteenth-inch I.D. copper tube, a total investment of about $2.  I cut off a quarter-inch long piece of the tube (I have enough left over

for 47 more such Aerocarb modifications if anyone is interested) and passed the cable through it and then through the set screw.

The drawing on the right shows how the set screw is attached to the end of the Bowden cable.  After the

ball is welded, push it all together and solder it.

With my MIG welder I put a ball on the end of the cable, let it cool, then cleaned it with scotch brite and

pulled the set screw down to the end of the cable until the ball was nestled in the socket.  Then I

positioned the short copper tube against the set screw and soldered it in place.  Voila! – a cable termination that will thread into the

slider.

On the left is the finished cable modification and the remaining copper tubing.

Attaching the cable to the slider was a bit awkward because the cable must pass through a hole in the

carb housing, so the slider can’t be screwed onto the new cable end and then assembled into the carb,

rather the carb must be assembled first and screwed onto the set screw.  Kinda like holding a light bulb

and turning the lamp, but I managed to git ‘er done without fumbling the Aerocarb.

The next step was to figure out a way to clamp the cable housing to the carb housing, which turned out to be quite easy using a

small saddle clamp and a scrap piece of .032 chrome moly sheet.  The screws that hold the carb housing together also hold the

clamp. 

 

Saddle clamp and attachment plate for the throttle cable housing.

Back in the cockpit the cable connection to the throttle lever had to be reversed.  Since the cable now pulls the slider open it had to

be attached below the pivot point rather than above it.  I simply modified the throttle lever tie rod by replacing the clevis at the end

with one that also has an attachment hole for the rod end bearing on the end of the cable.  Since the throttle cable routing is now

about two inches lower than before, a new drop-down bracket for the housing had to be fabricated.

Throttle cable attachment moved from above the pivot point on the handle to below.  The throttle handle

tie rod (lower left in the image) had to be modified and a drop down bracket for the cable housing

fabricated (right).

Finally, the moment of truth.  I pulled it into the driveway, tied the tail to the front wheel of my car, and
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performed the starting ritual.  The engine sprung to life at a high idle.  I turned on the fuel and verified oil pressure, then let it warm

up for a few minutes.  Then I advanced the throttle and hey – it worked! Much less resistance than before.  To be perfectly accurate,

the throttle still likes to close more than it likes to open but I believe Bernoulli’s law explains this: the air flowing through the throat

has a lower static pressure than ambient, which tries to suck the slider closed.  But now the resistance when opening the throttle is

much, much lower.  I can push the lever forward with confidence that the engine will respond.

Now for the least enjoyable part of the whole enterprise: taking everything apart so those new parts can be painted!

Addendum

It is now October, 2009, a year after I made this modification. In recent weeks I have run the engine many times and made quite a

few high-speed taxi runs and there has been not even a hint of stickiness.  I’m satisfied the problem is solved.

 

 

If you have comments on this or other articles, please post them to the Sonerai.net Forum
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